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At present, the campaign of cracking down gangland crimes and exterminating 
evil forces is in full swing. However, in judicial practice, there are usually inaccurate 
identifications of some criminal organizations or group criminal organizations as Mob 
organization. The problem lies in the inaccurate identification of legal characteristics 
of mob organization. The National People’s Congress has issued legislative 
interpretations, but public security organs have different understandings and opinions 
on specific cases. Correctly defining the characteristics of gangland is a prerequisite to 
crash Mob organization and their crimes timely, accurately and effectively. The issue 
of Judicial Interpretation by the Supreme People’s Court aroused the argumentation of 
whether the gangland born the characteristic of “protective umbrella”. Regarding this 
issue, The National People’s Congress issued Legislative Interpretation against the 
legal characteristics of mob organization. The Legislative Interpretation exposed the 
nature and characteristics of g mob organization. In judicial practice, the identification 
of gangland should strictly follow the four characteristics set in Legislative 
Interpretation. The present paper is composed of 3 parts excluding introduction and 
conclusion parts. The 1st part is the accurate definition on mob organizations. The 
second part is a contrastive study of gangland characteristics set by Judicial 
Interpretation and Legislative Interpretation. The 3rd part is an analysis on the mob 
organizations’ four characteristics on the bases of the criminal cases of 2 mob 
organizations the author dealt with. There are 20000 words in the paper. 
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